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                      //  8” PORTABLE DJ SPEAKER WITH SonicLink
The speaker that turns any location into a party venue

PRODUCT FEATURESSPECIFICATIONS

SonicLink ultra-low-latency 
wireless technology 
Cable-free DJing is possible with the 
WAVE-EIGHT, thanks to SonicLink. 
This ultra-low-latency technology 
wirelessly transmits audio much faster 
than a Bluetooth connection so only a 
fraction of a second passes between 
pressing play on the decks and 
hearing the track through the speaker. 

Switchable sound modes
The WAVE-EIGHT features several 
modes you can change between with 
a single switch to create the type of 
sound you need, including Mono, 
Stereo, and Subwoofer mode.

Combinable with  
the OMNIS-DUO
If you combine the WAVE-EIGHT 
with the OMNIS-DUO portable 
all-in-one DJ system, which also 
features battery power, you can 
play cable-free for total freedom.

Professional sound quality 
With a highly efficient Class D 
amplifier, a newly developed 8-inch 
driver, and a Vortex Bass Accelerator 
which delivers clear and powerful 
bass, the WAVE-EIGHT will bring the 
vibes and the punch to your party’s 
sound, even in outdoor settings. To 
cover larger events and spaces, you 
can easily add more units to your 
setup with the SonicLink connection. 

Battery power and  
waterproof design 
A full battery charge gives you 8 hours 
of music on the WAVE-EIGHT. The 
unit is also waterproof, with an IPX4 
rating, so it’s ideal for using outdoors. 
And there’s a USB Type-C port for 
charging a phone or other device.

Easy portability
The extendable handle, casters, 
and additional grab handles make 
it easy to carry the WAVE-EIGHT 
to any location on your own. 
There’s a pole socket built-in too, 
so you can mount the speaker 
on a stand for extra height.

Weight 12.7 kg / 28.0 lbs.

Battery life Approx. 8 hours

Internal battery charging time Approx. 4 hours with power off /  
Approx. 6 hours with power on

EQ modes

Music / Music (Low Cut) / Flat / Flat (Low Cut) / 
Vocal / Subwoofer   
(Low Cut mode is intended for use on units  
that are combined with a WAVE-EIGHT  
set to Subwoofer mode.)

* Disclaimer: Specifications and price are subject to change.
* Pioneer DJ is a trademark of PIONEER CORPORATION and is used under license.

*  The Bluetooth®/MD word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by the Bluetooth SIG, 
Inc. and any use of such marks by AlphaTheta Corporation is under license. Other trademarks and 
trade names are those of their respective owners.  

*  Other product, technology, and company names, etc. mentioned herein are trademarks or 
registered trademarks of their respective owners. 


